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Adurable-goods monopolist who will be introducing new and improved versions of his 
product must decide how to price his products, keeping in mind the relative attrac- 

tiveness of the current and future products. Dhebar (1994) has shown that if technology is 
changing too quickly and the producer cannot credibly commit to future prices and quality, 
then no equilibrium strategy exists. That is, there is no credible strategy for the future prod- 
uct that the producer can commit to in the first period. We show that an equilibrium pricing 
strategy exists if the monopolist does not offer upgrade pricing, that is, special pricing to 
consumers who have bought an earlier version. The author shows the possible purchase 
patterns in equilibrium and derives the optimal pricing strategy. 
(Product Pricing; Upgrades; Technological Improvement) 

1. Introduction 
When technology is changing rapidly, consumers face 
a "buy or wait" decision problem in which they trade 
off the benefit of having the best available technol- 

ogy with the cost of acquiring it. Likewise, produc- 
ers of sequential versions of products have a trade- 
off to make. When producers introduce a sequence 
of new products, for example, improving versions of 
software, they must decide how to price the current 
version of the product relative to future versions of 
the product. In the present, the producer wants the 
current version to look more attractive and future ver- 
sions to look less attractive. But as time passes, the 
once future version becomes current and the producer 
then wants it to look more attractive. 

We extend the analysis of Dhebar (1994), who 
models the problem of a durable-goods monopolist 
selling sequential versions of a product (Versions 1 
and 2) in a setting with no secondhand markets. 
In Dhebar's model, the producer sells only Version 
1 in the first period and Version 2 in the second 
period. The consumers are rational; each one decides 
on market participation and purchase timing to max- 
imize his surplus, benefit minus price. Dhebar looks 

at two cases: one in which technology is changing 
at a moderate pace and another in which technol- 

ogy is changing at a rapid pace. In the latter case, he 
shows that the rapidity of change leads to a situa- 
tion in which there is no subgame perfect equilibrium 
pricing and quality strategy in which the producer 
earns revenue in both periods. In other words, there 
is no credible strategy for Version 2 that the monop- 
olist can commit to in Period 1. In an extension with 

upgrades, Dhebar shows that no equilibrium exists 
under rapid technological change because the monop- 
olist has the incentive to set a low second period price 
to attract consumers who did not buy in the first 

period. Dhebar (1994, 1996) argues that the disequil- 
ibrium imposes a demand-side constraint on how 

quickly improved products can be introduced. 
In this paper, we use a similar set up to 

Dhebar (1994): The monopolist's two-period problem 
with rational consumers and no secondhand mar- 
kets. In our model, the technological improvement 
is exogenous and happens between Periods 1 and 
2 (in contrast to Moorthy and Png 1992, in which 
both products are available in the first period). We 
argue that an equilibrium exists for any large quality 
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improvement if the monopolist does not offer any 
upgrade pricing, that is, special pricing for customers 
who have purchased previous versions. By only sell- 

ing the full version of the product at a single price, 
the monopolist eliminates his own incentive to target 
the low end of the market (the people who did not 

buy in the first period) in the second period. 
Within this context of a single price in the second 

period, we also ask the question that Dhebar raised: Is 
it really better for the producer to introduce as good 
a product as he can as fast as he can? Or is there 
a demand-side constraint which makes a moderate 

pace the best choice? Looking at comparative statics, 
we find that in some cases, the logic of profit maxi- 
mization implies that a later product introduction is 
better. In other words, for some values of the model 
parameters, revenue is higher with a later introduc- 
tion date for a given level of innovation in the second 

period. However, this is not a universal phenomenon; 
sometimes a faster introduction is better. 

We refer the reader to the paper of Dhebar (1994) 
for the review of the durable-goods monopolist lit- 
erature spawned by Coase (1972) and its exten- 
sions allowing for sequentially improving products. 
Two important developments in this area since the 
publication of Dhebar (1994) include Padmanab- 
han et al. (1997) aud Fudenberg and Tirole (1998). 
Padmanabhan et al. (1997) study the practice of 
sequential product introduction, and show that it is 
useful in credibly conveying a firm's private infor- 
mation about market potential to consumers in the 
presence of demand (i.e., network) externalities. 

Fudenberg and Tirole (1998) analyze pricing for 
the sequentially innovating durable-goods monopo- 
list under different conditions of market informa- 
tion: anonymous consumers with secondhand mar- 
kets (e.g., textbooks), identified consumers with no 
secondhand markets (supercomputers), and semi- 
anonymous consumers with no secondhand markets 
(software). Our analysis falls in the last category. One 
difference between our analysis and that of Fuden- 
berg and Tirole is that (for the last category) they con- 
centrate on situations where the improvements in the 
second version are not too big (Assumption 1, p. 249), 
whereas rapid change is precisely the case on which 
we focus. 

This paper contributes to the durable-goods 
monopolist literature by examining the case of rapidly 
changing technologies in a situation without second- 
hand markets. We derive the optimal pricing strategy 
in the absence of upgrade pricing offers. We introduce 
the model in the next section. Analysis and conclu- 
sions follow in ??3 and 4. 

2. Model 
Our model follows Dhebar (1994). The supplier is 
a monopolist with zero marginal costs1 who sells 
sequential versions of one product. He will be intro- 

ducing improved versions of the product, and he uses 
a strategy of product replacement: He sells only the 
latest generation in any period. In Period 1, only Ver- 
sion 1 is for sale; in Period 2, only Version 2 is for sale. 
All of the analytical results and examples are based 
on a two-period horizon for the producer. 

We assume that in each period, a consumer can 
buy zero units or one unit of the product, consumers 
do not participate in secondhand markets, and con- 
sumers share discount factor 8 with the producer. 

The consumer's incremental valuation of genera- 
tion j given that he holds generation i is a separa- 
ble function of incremental quality qij and consumer 
index v. 

W(qij, v) = f(qij)g(v). (1) 

Quality is assumed to be a one-dimensional metric. 
The increase in quality from generation i to genera- 
tion j is denoted qij, and the function f(qij) is increas- 
ing in qij. The measure qj is increasing in j and 
decreasing in i. The convention in this paper is that 
before the first period, all consumers hold nothing, or 
"generation O." 

This separable function is similar to Dhebar (1994), 
with the following generalization. What we refer to 
as q01 and q02 Dhebar (1994) calls ql and q2, respec- 
tively. In his analysis of upgrades, the incremental 
value from upgrading for consumer v is (f(q2)- 
f(ql))g(v). Our model is slightly more general in that 
f(q12)g(v), the incremental value going from Version 

1 Or, equivalently, a constant marginal cost across versions of a 
product. 
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1 to Version 2 for consumer v, is not restricted to 
be (f(q02)- f(qo1))g(v). This formulation allows for 
two new possibilities. First, the consumer may real- 
ize more benefit from Version 2 having used Version 
1 (compared to not having used Version 1). Second, 
the consumer may realize less benefit from Version 2 

having used Version 1. In the first case (more benefit), 
the consumers may have gained knowledge in using 
Version 1 that makes Version 2 worth more to them. 
In the second case (less benefit), the consumers may 
face some cost of "uninstalling" Version 1 so they can 

replace it with Version 2. 
However, we do require that 

f(q01)+8f(q12) > f(q02), (2) 

which implies that if everything were free, it is better 
to have Version 1 and then switch to Version 2 than 
it is to wait for Version 2. This assumption places a 
limit on the size of the switching cost. The size of the 

learning effect is limited by the assumption that qij is 

decreasing in i, namely f(q02) > f(ql2). 
The index v ranges from 0 to 1, with 0 represent- 

ing the lowest-end consumer and 1 representing the 
highest-end consumer. The consumers are distributed 

uniformly between 0 and 1. The function g(v) is 
assumed to be nonnegative, strictly increasing, and 
normalized: g(0) = 0, g(1) = 1, and g'(v) > 0. Further, 
we impose the condition that (1-v)g(v) is concave to 
ensure that the single-period profit maximizing prob- 
lem has a unique solution. We represent the inverse 
of g() as 

h(.) g- (3) 

We define the single-period profit maximizing price 
Pol for the first period 

Pl = argmaxpl(l-h( ( Pol (4) 0 
Poi xf(q0l) 

Finally, we restrict our attention to the case of rapid 
change, with technology improving in present value, 
i.e., 

f(ql) < 8f(qo2). (5) 

This is the case for which Dhebar (1994) shows that an 
equilibrium cannot exist under the upgrade pricing 
scheme. 

3. Analysis 
In this section, we look at the existence and nature 
of equilibrium solutions to the two-period problem 
in which the producer does not offer special upgrade 
pricing to people who bought in the first period. In 
?3.1, we derive the consumer purchase patterns for 

any given set of prices (Pl, P2) In ?3.2, we use the 
derivation of consumer behavior to analyze producer 
strategy. 

3.1. Consumer Purchase Patterns 
Each consumer v E [0, 1] weighs the four alternatives: 

(1) Don't buy in either period, with value 0, (2) buy in 
the first period only, with value f(qol)g(v) -pl, (3) buy 
in the second period only, with value 8(f(qo2)g(v) - 

P2), and (4) buy in the first period and in the sec- 
ond period, with value f(qol)g(v) - p + 8(f(q12)g(v) - 

P2). Comparing each alternative with the others, we 
describe the parts of the v continuum in which each 
of the four strategies is optimal. 

1. The strategy of not buying in either period is 

optimal for 

v: 0 v 1,g(v) 

(Pi P2l P 1+8 P2 )} 
f(ql) 

' 
f(q02) 

' 
f(qD) + 8f(q2n) 

<min( 
Pl + P2 (6) 

2. The strategy of buying in the first period only is 

optimal for 

vi: -, f(qol) - 

m5i Sf(q02) -f(q0O)' f(qn12) 
' (7) 

3. The strategy of buying in the second period only 
is optimal for 

: 0 < < 1, ma ( 2) 8f(q02) -f(q0), 

g(v) ? f(qol) + 8f(ql2) - f(qo2) 
(8) 
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4. The strategy of buying in both periods is optimal 
for 

V: 0 <' v < g(v) > max(flq+;iP2qi) P2 

Pi 
f (q0l) ? 8f (ql2) - 8f (q02),J 

Figure 2 The Purchase Patterns in the Three Regions 

Region I 

neitherI 

f (q01~) (9) 

The four parts must form a mutually exclusive and 
collectively exhaustive partition of the v (or g(v)) 
line. Below we explain the three possible partitions or 
purchase patterns corresponding to three regions in 

(PlI' P2) space (see Figures 1 and 2). 

PROPOSITION 1. For any combination of nonnegative 
(pi' p2), one of three cases holds. (Note: The additional con- 
dition 0 < v < 1 is part of each of the set definitions below.) 

REGION I. If 

P2 > 
f(q0 l2)P 

f(l + 8f (q12) - f02 
then the purchase pattern has three parts. The {v: g(v) < 

p,/f (q0Dl) buy nothing; the I{v: p/If (q0l) < g (v) < 

P2/f (q12DI buy in the first period only; the { v: g(v) 
p2/f (ql2) I buy in both periods. 

REGION IIL If 

f (q02DPl < P2 f(q0 f + q2P 
f(l 

- 
-f (01) 8 f (q12) - fW2 

Figure 1 The Three Regions in (Pl, P2) Space Corresponding to the 
Three Possible Consumer Purchase Patterns 

pi 

1 only both g(v) 

P2 
f(ql2) 

Region HI 

neitherI I only 1 2 only I othi g(v) 

f(q01) 4f(q02)-f(q01) f(q01)+4ff(ql 2 ) - f(qO2 ) 

Region MI 

neither 2 only Itboth g(v) 

APP 

f(q 02 ) f(q 0 )+ ~r(q12)-gf(qo2) 

then the purchase pattern has four parts. The I{v: g (v) < 

p,/f (q0lDI buy nothing; the 

{v: 
Pi 

<g(v) < f(P77q)}l 

buy in the first period only; the 

fV. 8P2 -Pl iv Pi I* f (q02) - f(q01) (v f (q0l) + 8f (q12) - 8f (q02)J 

buy in the second period only; the { v: g (v) > p, /(f (q0l) + 
8f (q12) - 8f (q02))} buy in both periods. 

REGION III. If P2 < f (q02)Pl /f (q0l), then the purchase 
pattern has three parts. The {V: g(V) < P2/f (q02)} buy 
nothing; the IV: p2/f (q02) < g(V) < pu/I(f (q0l) + f(q12) - 

8f (q02))} buy in the second period only; the {v: g(v) > 
p, /(f (q0l) + 8f (q12) - 8f (q02))} buy in both periods. 

PROOF. See the appendix. 
These three cases cover the entire (PlI' P2) space 

as shown in Figure 1. In all three possibilities (see 
Figure 2), higher-end consumers are buying more 
often and/or higher versions than lower-end con- 
sumers. The three regions are characterized by which 
version of the product is priced more aggressively rel- 
ative to the other. En Region I, it is Version 1; in Region 
II, it is neither version; in Region III, it is Version 2. 

Region I can be characterized as the "low intro- 
ductory price" region; there is a limit to how high 
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p, can be relative to P2 in this region. Because the 
price of Version 1 is comparatively low, that version 
is attractive to a large segment of consumers. Some of 
those consumers (the ones at the high end) also buy 
Version 2. 

In Region II, there is both a limit to how high pi can 
be relative to P2 and a limit to how high P2 can be rel- 
ative to pl. This is the "moderation" region-neither 
product is priced in an aggressive manner relative 
to the other. In Region II, we see what Fudenberg 
and Tirole (1998) call leapfrogging: Some people who 

bought in the first period don't buy in Period 2 and 
some who didn't buy in Period 1 do buy in Period 2. 

Finally, in Region III, there is a limit to how high 
P2 can be relative to Pl. This scenario features a very 
desirable Version 2; not only is the product greatly 
improved, but the price is attractive relative to Ver- 
sion 1. Consequently, the purchase pattern in this 

region includes people who wait for Version 2 and 
does not include any people who only buy Version 1. 

The next step in this analysis is to determine which 
of the three purchase patterns are consistent with 

optimizing behavior on the part of the producer. 

3.2. Producer Optimization 
Each of the three regions from Proposition 1 presents 
a constrained optimization problem. The objective 
function (revenue) is dictated by the purchase pattern 
associated with the region, and the constraints come 
from two sources. The first source of constraints is the 
condition for which the purchase pattern holds (for 
example, P2 < f(qo2)Pl/f(qo0), for the third case), and 
the second source of constraints is the condition that 
the producer sell in both periods. 

3.2.1. Region I. According to the purchase pat- 
tern for the first region, the highest valuation con- 
sumers buy in both periods, the middle valuation 
consumers buy in the first period only, and the lowest 
valuation consumers do not buy at all. 

To ensure subgame perfection, we solve the second- 
period problem first. In the second period, the pro- 
ducer sells to {v: g(v) > p2/f(q12)}, and so he solves 
the following problem: 

R2*(Pl, P2)=maxp,(l-2(-h ))f (10) 2 
~~P2 f (q12) 

(0 

s.t. 

P2 > 0 

P2 < f(q12) 

P2 > f(ql2)Pl 
- f(qo) + Sf(ql2) - af(qo2) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

The objective function is second-period revenue. 
Constraints (11) and (12) ensure price and quan- 
tity nonnegativity, respectively. Constraint (13) is the 

inequality defining Region I. This problem is feasible 
if and only if p, < f(qo) + 8f(q12) - 8f(q02), so that the 
lower bound on P2 from (13) is lower than the upper 
bound on P2 from (12). 

In the first period, the producer sells to {v: g(v) > 

pl/f(qol)}, and so he solves the following problem: 

R' (pl,p2(pl))= maxp,(l-h( P)) + '(pi f(qP)) 

+ SR' (pl, P2 (Pl)) (14) 

s.t. 

P1 ) + 

P < f (qol) + 8f(ql2)-8 af (qo2). 

PROPOSITION 2. Under Conditions (2) and (5), 

,. (f(qo) + 5f (q12) - 8f (q2))PO1 and 
fPi 

- 
(q) 

=* f (ql2)Po* 
f(q01) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

constitute a subgame perfect equilibrium pricing strategy 
with sales in both periods. 

PROOF. See the appendix. 
If the producer charges any p, between 0 and 

(f(q0l) + Sf(q12) - f(q02))Pol/f(q0l) and the consumers 
expect a P2 = f(ql2)Pl/f(qol), then it makes sense 
for the producer to charge that P2. Profits are max- 
imized for the producer by charging the highest p, 
in that range. Further, there cannot be a subgame 
perfect equilibrium under the Region I purchase pat- 
tern if p, < (f(ql) + 8f(q12) - f(q2))pol/f(q0o) does 
not hold. Setting p, higher than (f(q0l) + 8f(q12) - 

8f(qo2))plI/f(qOl) implies that the Region I purchase 
pattern constraint (13) is binding. In other words, the 
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producer's second-period price would have to be gov- 
erned by a concern for eliminating consumer regret 
rather than profit maximization. 

In the equilibrium given in Proposition 2, the first- 

period price is lower than P*,, the single-period profit 
maximizing price. This purchase pattern-low val- 
uers buy nothing, middle valuers buy 1 only, high val- 
uers buy both-is based on selling to a "large" group 
of consumers in the first period and selling to some 
of them again in the second period. To get the "large" 
base in the first period, the first-period price is low. 

Proposition 2 shows that the "low introductory 
price" strategy is feasible in the sense that there is 
a Version 2 price that the producer can promise to 

charge that will not cause any consumers to regret 
their decisions. Conceptually, a low introductory price 
is appealing because it makes Version 1 attractive 
based on price; Version 2 will be a big perfor- 
mance improvement over Version 1, so a low price for 
Version 1 encourages first-period sales. 

3.2.2. Region II. The second region has a pur- 
chase pattern with four parts (from lowest to high- 
est valuation): Buy nothing, buy Version 1 only, buy 
Version 2 only, and buy both. In the second-period 
problem of the second region, the producer can only 
change price, not quantity. The second-period quan- 
tity is determined in the first period by the con- 
sumer indifferent between Version 1 only and Ver- 
sion 2 only. For what follows, we define v = min(l, 
h((8P2 - Pl)/(f (qo2) - f(qOl))). 

In the second period, the producer sells to {v: v > 
v}, and so he solves the following problem: 

RI (pi, p2) = maxp2( - v) (19) 
P2 

s.t. 

P2 > 0 

Plf(q02) 

P2- f(q01) 
f (qOl) 

f f(40l) + 8f (ql2) - af (q,,2 ' 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

P2 = Plf(ql2)/(f(qol) + 8f(q12) - Sf(q02)). When we set 
P2 in such a way, the purchase pattern collapses from 
four into three parts. The {v : g(v) < P/f(qol)} buy 
nothing; the 

v: Pl <(qvo ) ) (q12)-(q) f(q 2 
f P<(vo) < f (qol) +Sf (q12) -/Sf(q02) -f(q12) 

buy in the first period only; the 

r[Pvgv)_ P2 
{: g(v)- f(qol) + f(qf2) - (q02) f(q12) 

buy in both periods. This purchase pattern is the same 
as the purchase pattern for Region I. Because the 

equilibrium pricing result in Proposition 2 is on the 

boundary between the two regions, that equilibrium 
pricing scheme applies to this second case as well. 

The conclusion we draw from this border solu- 
tion is that there does not exist a feasible (i.e., profit 
maximizing without regretful consumers) pricing 
scheme that promotes leapfrogging. When technology 
is changing rapidly, and consumers will have a chance 
to buy Version 2, pricing Version 2 unaggressively 
results in the "low introductory price" scenario in 
which all consumers above a threshold buy Ver- 
sion 1 and then the high end of that group also 
buys Version 2. This result highlights the difficulty in 

making Version 1 relatively more attractive to some 
consumers while simultaneously making Version 2 

relatively more attractive to others. 

3.2.3. Region III. In the purchase pattern for the 
third region, the lowest valuation consumers buy 
nothing, the middle valuation consumers buy in the 
second period only, and the highest valuation con- 
sumers buy in both periods. 

In the second period, the producer sells to 
{v: g(v) > p2/f(q02)}, and so he solves the following 
problem: 

R2l* (P1i,2) = max P2(1h(f(P2)) 
P2 f 002) 

(23) 

s.t. 

Constraints (21) and (22) are the conditions associated 
with the purchase pattern in Region II. 

The solution to this problem is to make P2 as 
big as possible. That is, set P2 to its upper bound, 
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This problem is feasible if and only if Pi > 0 (so 
that the lower bound is lower than the upper bound 
on P2). 

In the first period, the producer sells to 

v: g()- f(q01) + f (q2) - f (q02) ' 

and so he solves 

RII* =maxp(1 (1-h( P+)) 
Pi f 

- 
l f(q01)+ 8f(q12) - 8f(q02) 

+ SRw* (Pl, P2 (P)) (27) 

s.t. 

Pi >0 

P < f(qol) + f(ql2) - 8f(q02). 

Figure 3 Equilibrium Points: Point A (Region I) and Point B (Region 
III). This Figure Is Drawn such that p1j < f(q1) + f(q12) - 

a8f(q2) 

(28) 

(29) 

Constraints (28) and (29) ensure price and quantity 
nonnegativity, respectively. 

PROPOSITION 3. Under Conditions (2) and (5), and if 

Pol < f(q0o) + 8f(q2) - 8f(q02), (30) 

then 

p p= Po* and (31) 

III* f (q02)PO*i 
p2 f (qol)1 (32) 

f(q01) 

constitute a subgame perfect equilibrium pricing strategy 
with sales in both periods. 

PROOF. See the appendix. 
If the producer charges any p, between Pl1 and 

f(qol) + f(q12) - f(qo2) and the consumers expect a 
P2 = f(q02)Pol/f(qo1), then it makes sense for the pro- 
ducer to charge that P2. Profits are maximized for the 
producer by charging the lowest p, in that range. Fur- 
ther, there cannot be a subgame perfect equilibrium 
under the Region III purchase pattern if p, > Pl1 does 
not hold. Setting p, lower than Pl1 implies that the 
Region III purchase pattern constraint (26) is binding. 
In other words, the producer's second-period price 
would have to be governed by a concern for eliminat- 
ing consumer regret rather than profit maximization. 

Proposition 3 shows that for some shapes of g(v) 
and some values of the parameters, the strategy of 

p 01 = pI 

playing up Version 2 can work. Because Version 2 
is such a big improvement over Version 1 and it is 

being priced aggressively, only the highest-end con- 
sumers will purchase Version 1, and then all of them 
will also buy Version 2. Region III is the "Super Ver- 
sion 2" region: Version 2 is greatly improved and rel- 

atively well priced compared to Version 1. Looking at 

Figure 3, we can see that the prices for both versions 
under this pricing strategy are higher than the respec- 
tive prices under the Region I pricing strategy given 
in Proposition 2. In Region III, there is a limit to how 
high P2 can be for a given Pl. By offering a good price 
for the advanced product, prices for both versions are 
higher compared to Region I in which a low price 
for Version 1 drives the strategy. In the next section, 
we address the relative performance of the strategies 
suggested by Propositions 2 and 3. 

3.2.4. Summary of the Regions. The two possi- 
ble equilibria are shown in Figure 3. The analysis 
of Region I tells us that under Assumptions (2) and 
(5), there exists a subgame perfect equilibrium pricing 
strategy with sales in both periods given by Equations 
(17) and (18). The solution has a low first-period price 
with a large number of consumers purchasing. Every- 
one who values Version 1 more than p, buys in the 
first period. The first-period price is low relative to 
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the single-period profit maximizing price. This strat- 
egy is based on pricing Version 1 aggressively and 
selling to a large group in the first period, and then 
selling again to a group of the highest valuers in the 
second period. 

From the analysis of Region III, we see that under 
Assumptions (2) and (5) if the additional condition 
(30) is met, then there is also a subgame perfect equi- 
librium pricing strategy with sales in both periods 
given by (31) and (32). In this case, the first-period 
price is the single-period optimizing price, but not all 
people who value at that price buy; only people who 
are at the very high end purchase in the first period. 
In the second period, all first-period purchasers buy 
again, as well as some people who did not buy in the 
first period. 

The question then arises about which of these equi- 
libria should the producer choose. The expression for 
revenue for the point in Proposition 2 is given by 

RI* = f(qo1) + 5f (q12) - f (qo2) 
"01 f(qol) 

x ( h( (f(q1l) + if (q12) -f (q02))Pol) 

+6Pol (q () f (q0) (33) 
The expression for revenue for the point in Proposi- 
tion 3 is given by 

Ril* = P01 
(-h (f(qo) + f(q12) - 8f(q02)) 

f (q )2 +Sp *(q02(l_h( Plol (34) 
+ Po' f (qol) ' f (ql) 

If Condition (30) does not hold, there is no reason 
for comparison. If Condition (30) does hold, then the 
equilibrium in Region I yields higher revenues than 
the equilibrium in Region III if and only if 

f(qol) + 8f(q12) - 8f(q02) 

f(q0l) 

x (1-h( ( f(q01) + 5 (q12) - f (q02))poi)) 

-h((q) + f(ql2) - ( ) 

> 8(f(q02)-f(q12)) h Po( (35) 
f(q0l) \f(qol) () 

The LHS of (35) represents the increase in first-period 
revenue from Region I pricing over Region III pric- 
ing. The RHS represents the increase in second-period 
revenue from Region III pricing over Region I pricing. 

3.3. Timing Considerations 
With the expressions for revenue, we can address the 
issue of timing the introduction of the second prod- 
uct. The period length is exogenous in our model; we 
are not playing a game of introduction timing. We 
address the timing issue by looking at the compar- 
ative statics, how revenue changes with a change in 
the discount factor 8. On the one hand, if the revenue 
function is increasing in 8, then the monopolist's rev- 
enue is increased by introducing the product sooner. 
However, because of technical constraints, the prod- 
uct may not be available sooner. On the other hand, 
if the revenue function is decreasing in 6, then the 
monopolist's revenue is increased by introducing the 
product later. This benefit from introducing the prod- 
uct later is similar to the issue that Dhebar (1994) 
raises, a demand-side constraint. 

We show that there exist regions of the parameter 
space for which the revenue function is increasing in 8 
and regions for which the revenue function is decreas- 
ing in 8. Let g(v) = v(= p*1 = f(qol)/2), f(qol) = 1, 
f(ql2) = 1.5, and f(q02) = 2.5. To satisfy (5), we require 
that 8 > 0.4. The revenue for the Region I equilibrium 
point is 

R =(1-6)(1 +6) 1.58 
4 4 (36) 

The condition for an equilibrium point to exist in 
Region III (30) translates to 8 > 0.5. The revenue for 
the Region III equilibrium point is 

R 11-25 2.55 
41-5 4 

' (37) 

We find which equilibrium point yields higher rev- 
enues given a value of 8. For all 8 > 0.5, the RI 
> R"'. 

The expression for RI is increasing in 8 for 8 < 0.75 
and decreasing for 6 > 0.75. For 0.4 < 8 < 0.75, faster 
is better: Revenue would be higher if the period were 
shorter. But for 0.75 < 8 < 1, the demand-side issue 
that Dhebar (1994) raises takes effect: Delay increases 
revenue. 
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4. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have extended the analysis of 
Dhebar (1994), probing his lack of equilibrium conclu- 
sion in a game in which a monopolist selling sequen- 
tial versions faces rational consumers. We find that if 
the monopolist does not segment the market in the 
second period, that is, if he does not offer special 
upgrade pricing, then an equilibrium pricing strat- 

egy exists even when technology is improving in the 

present value terms. 
One issue we must address is the credibility of the 

single second-period price strategy. To answer that, 
we must look outside the model itself for a context. If 
the producer makes it either too easy for a consumer 
to claim he bought in the first period or too difficult 
to prove he bought in the first period, then he could 

credibly charge one price in the second period. 
Given that we do find equilibrium prices, we exam- 

ine Dhebar's (1994) assertion that faster introduction 
is not better for the producer when technology is 

improving in present value terms. Comparative stat- 
ics reveal that sometimes faster introduction is better. 
To extend the analysis, we could examine a game with 
the timing of the second period as a decision variable 
for the producer. 
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Appendix 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1. 

Region I, 

p, f(q12)Pl 
2- f(q0) + 8f (q12) - f(qo2) 

Find the upper bound of the buy-nothing region: 

f(q2) < (q12) and 
f(901) () + f(q12) - ff(qo2) 

P2 f>(ql2)P1 P2 and 
f(qo) + f(qq2)-8f(q02) - S01) f(q 2)' 

Pi < P2 Pi P 2 Pi P +P2 
f(q01) f(q02) f(qol) 

- 
f(q12) f(qol) 

- 
f(qo) + 8f(q12) 

So v: g(v) = Pl/f(qol) is the upper bound. 

Find the upper bound of the buy in the first-period-only region: 

f (q2)Pl P2 8P2 - P1 
- f(q0)+Sf(q12)-Sf(q02) - (q12) - Sf(q02)-f(qOl) 

So v: g(v) = p2/f(q12) is the upper bound. 

No consumers buy in the second period only. The upper bound 
of the second-period-only region is below the lower bound: 

P2 f (q2)Pl Pi 
f(qo1) + f (q12) - 8f(q02) f (q0o) + f (q12) - ,f(qo2) 

p< 2 - P 
- f(q02) -f(q01) 

Find the lower bound of the buy in both periods region: 

f(q12)Pl f(ql2)PP 
2 f(qOl) + f(ql2) -8f(q02) - f(qo0) 

P2> Pl + 8P2 
(q12) - f(ql) + 8f (q2)' an 

f(> f (ql2)Pl 
P2 ( 

2- f(qo)+ 8f(q2) - Sf(q02) 

P2 Pi 
f(q12) 

- 
f(qol) + Sf(q12) - (q02) 

So v: g(v) = P2/f(q12) is the lower bound. 

Region II, 

f(qo2)P1 <P2 < f(q)Pl 
f(qol) - - f(q)+ f (q12) -Sf02) 

Find the upper bound of the buy nothing region: 

fP2 (q2)P1 P < P2 and P2 > 4 < , and - 
f(q01l) f(qo) 

- 
f(q02)' 

P > f (q2)P > f (ql2)Pl P P +6P2 
f (qol) - f(q) f(qol) - f(ql)+ Sf(q2) 

So v: g(v) = p1/f(q0o) is the upper bound. 

Find the upper bound of the buy in the first-period-only region: 

P2< (ql2)Pl ) 
(8P2 - Pl P2 

-- f(^) + 5f(qo12) - f(q02) a8f(q02)- f(qOl) f(q12) 
So v: g(v) = (6p --P)/(8f(q02)-f(q0o)) is the upper bound. 

Find the lower bound of the buy in the second-period-only 
region: reg : 

f(q0 2)P1 P2 - Pl P2 
- f(qol) f(q02)-f(qOl) - f(q2) 

So v: g(v) = (8P2 -p)/(Sf(qo2)-f(q0i)) is the lower bound. 

Find the lower bound of the buy in both periods region: 

P2 < f(ql2)Pl = 2 < f(q02)P 
f(qo) + 8f (q12) - f (q02) - (qo0) + Sf(q12) - 8f(q02) 

Pi > Pl + 8P2 

f(qol) + 8f(q12) - 8f(qW2) - f(qol) + 8f(q2) 

and 

P< f (ql2)P P P 2 
- f(qo) + 8f(q12) - 8f(q02) f(qo) + Sf(q12) - ) f(qo) - f(q12) 
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So v: g(v) = pl/(f(qol)+ Sf(q12)- 8f(q02)) is the lower bound. 

Region III, (q2) 

P2 < f (qo2)Pl - f(901) ' 
Find the upper bound of the buy nothing region: 

P2 < f(q P2 2) Pi and - f(qol) f(q02) - f(qo) 

f(q02) < f(q12) 
f(qol) - f(q)+Sf(q12)- f(q02) 

and 
< f (q2)Pl 

P2 f( - f(q01) 

f (q12)P P2 P1 + 8P2 
- ff(q0) +f(fq2) - f(qO2) + f(qo+ 12) 

So v: g(v) = p2/f(q02) is the upper bound. 
No consumers buy in the first period only. The upper bound of 

the first-period-only region is below the lower bound. 

P2< f(q2)P P P2 -P 
2 

f(q0) f(Wo)- Sf(W)-f( fW) 

Find the lower bound of the buy in the second-period-only 
region: rei f (q2)P P2 > P2 -P1 

P2 < f ( 
f(qo0) f(qo2)- 8f(qO2)-f(qOl) 

So v: g(v) = P2/f(qo2) is the lower bound. 
Find the lower bound of the buy in both periods region: 

and 

P2 f(qo2)Pl = < (q2)pl 

- f(ql) f(qol) + f(q2) -Sf(q02) 

Pi, P l + SPP2 
f (qo) + f (ql2) - f (q02) 

- 
f(qol) + f (ql2)' 

f(q02) < f(q2) and 2 < f(q2)p 
f(q01) - f(qo)+Sf(ql2) -f(q02) - f(qo) J 

P , P2 
f(q01) + 8f(q12) - 8f(q02) - f(q12) 

So v: g(v) = pl/(f(q0o) + Sf(q2) - 6f(qo2)) is the lower bound. O 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2. We start in the second period. We look 

at the conditions under which the unconstrained optimal solution 
satisfies the constraints. The optimal solution to the unconstrained 

second-period problem is P2 = f(q12)p0i/f(qoi). That result follows 
from the similarity of the objective functions in (4) and (10). From 
(4), we can see that 0 < p*l < f(qoi), so Constraints (11) and (12) are 
met. Constraint (13) is met if 

Pi (f(q1) + f(q12) - 8f(q02))Pl (38) pl- < ?o?) (38) 

We will ensure that condition is met by adding it to the first-period 
problem. 

Moving to the first period, by imposing the additional condi- 
tion (38), we can ignore the effect of second-period revenue in the 
optimization because the optimal P2 is not a function of pl. The opti- 

mal solution to the unconstrained first-period problem is p, = p*. 
Because the upper bound from (38) is lower than p*1 and the first- 

period revenue is concave in pl, the optimal solution is to set Pi to 
its upper bound, 

* (f(qol) + 8f(ql2)- 8f(qo2))Po 
Pi = 

f(q01) 
The solution always has sales in both periods because pi1 < 

f(qol) = P2 < f(q12) = P2 /f(q12) < 1, and {v: g(v) > p */f(q12)} buy 
in both periods. [ 

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3. We start in the second period. We look 
at the conditions under which the unconstrained optimal solution 
satisfies the constraints. The optimal solution to the unconstrained 

second-period problem is P2 = f(qo2)P*l/f(qol). That result follows 
from the similarity of the objective functions in (4) and (23). From 

(4), we can see that 0 < p* < f(qo0), so Constraints (24) and (25) are 
met. Constraint (26) is met if 

Pl > Po1 (39) 

We will ensure that condition is met by adding it to the first-period 
problem. 

Moving to the first period, by imposing the additional condition 
(39), we can ignore the effect of second-period revenue in the opti- 
mization because the optimal P2 is not a function of Pl. The optimal 
solution to the unconstrained first-period problem is 

(f (qol) + 8f (q2) - 5f (q02))PO* 

f(0qol) 

Because the lower bound from (39) is greater than this uncon- 
strained optimal p, and the first-period revenue is concave in pl, 
the optimal solution is to set Pl to its lower bound, pl'* = p*. 

The solution always has sales in both periods because pl'* = Psi; 
we imposed the condition 

Pol < f(qol) + f(q12) - f(q2), 

and v: g(v) >l \ 
g) (qo1)+ 8f (q12)- f (q02)} 

buy in both periods. C 
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